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subtitling system for file-based play-out
FILE-BASED SUBTITLE INSERTIONFOR CHANNEL PLAY-OUT

Accurately inserted subtitles from files in the channel playout, with advanced functionality for multi-language and multi-format support, timing and positioning.
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Edgeware’s Cavena-based subtitling system for file-based play-out insertion is used to make sure the right subtitle files with the correct language, format, timing and positioning are inserted to the broadcast feed. File-based subtitle play-out implies there is a stored subtitle file to be associated with the asset being played out. This file consists of text and timecode, where timecode is the IN and OUT time for each subtitle row. Integration with Automation play-out systems guarantees the files are scheduled and played according to playlists.
A key part in the file-based play-out subtitling system is the Cavena Subtitle Transmission Unit (STU). The STU can play-out the subtitles in one or more formats in parallel, for example DVB Bitmap and Teletext. Each output is frame accurate thanks to the capability in the STU to support different timing for different output ports.

Resources
DVB Subtitling
Subtitle File Formats
Subtitle Transmission Formats
Subtitling Dictionary
Subtitling Questions & Answers
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Subtitling System for File-based Play-out
WHAT IT DOES

	Aligns the timecode of the subtitle text (accurate IN and OUT time for each subtitle row) with the timecode of the video
	Retrieves the video timecode from the SDI signal, SD or HD, or over IP
	Sends aligned subtitles in the formats required, such as DVB, Invision/burned in etc
	Adds timecode to live subtitles when coming into the STU, and the subtitles are then stored with timecode and ready for later re-runs





Subtitling System for File-based Play-out
HOW IT WORKS
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	Subtitle files stored in the Cavena-based Subtitle Archive Manager (SAM) are retrieved by the Subtitle Transmission Controller (STC) upon command from the broadcaster’s automation system, often days in advance.
	The subtitle files are sent to the Subtitle Transmission Unit (STU).
	The STU is capable of playing out multiple language files per event in one or several formats, e.g. DVB bitmaps, Invision/burned in/open captions or inserting EBU teletext as VBI for SD and as VANC for HD. EBU teletext in HD is commonly wrapped in OP-47.
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Subtitling System for File-based Play-out
HOW TO DEPLOY

Edgeware’s Cavena-based subtitling system for file-based play-out insertion runs on Windows OS and on any commercial server. Pending input and output format requirements, servers may need 3pp boards to read the timecode from an SDI signal or sending ASI signals as output.
Proof of Concepts (POCs) are easy to set up and a normal sized installation does not take more than one week to deploy.



ARE YOU READY FOR TV BEYOND BROADCAST?

Fill out the form below and we will get in touch with you.
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EMEA
Stockholm HQ
	Hantverkargatan 25 

SE-112 21 STOCKHOLM

Sweden
Phone: +46736126840


North America
Chicago
	263 Shuman Blvd, Suite 145

Naperville, IL 60563
Phone: +18883241970


Latin America
Mexico City
	Avenida Javier Barros Sierra 495 

Santa Fe, Ciudad de México, CP 01219



Asia Pacific
Hong Kong
	40/F, RM 4007A Metroplaza Tower 2

223 Hing Fong Road

Kwai Chung, N.T., Hong Kong
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